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Although the coronary arteries are uniformly exposed to systemic cardiovascular risk factors, 
atherosclerosis development has a non-random distribution, which follows the local mechanical 
stresses including flow-related hemodynamic forces. Among these, wall shear stress plays an 
essential role and it represents the major flow-related factor affecting the distribution of 
atherosclerosis in coronary bifurcations. Furthermore, an emerging body of evidence suggests that 
hemodynamic factors such as low and oscillating wall shear stress may facilitate the development of 
in-stent restenosis and stent thrombosis after successful drug-eluting stent implantation. Drug-
eluting stent implantation represents the gold standard for bifurcation interventions. In this specific 
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setting of interventions on bifurcated lesions, the impact of fluid dynamics is expected to play a 
major role and constitutes substantial opportunity for future technical improvement. In the present 
review, available data is summarized regarding the role of local fluid dynamics in the clinical 
outcome of patients with bifurcated lesions. 
Key words: fluid dynamics, wall shear stress, coronary bifurcation lesions, percutaneous 
coronary intervention, bifurcation stenting, in-stent restenosis and thrombosis 
 
 
CORONARY BIFURCATION LESIONS: COMPLEX STRUCTURE  
The epicardial coronary artery tree is an extremely complex vascular structure characterized 
by a high number of arterial branching points where complex hemodynamic local conditions of 
blood flow facilitates atherogenesis. A bifurcation coronary lesion is a lesion occurring at, or 
adjacent to, a significant division of a major epicardial coronary artery [1]. Coronary bifurcation 
anatomy may basically be regarded as a complex vessel/function structure where three different 
vessel segments, namely proximal main vessel (MV), distal MV, and side branch (SB), are 
interpolated through the bifurcation core segment where the distinction between MV and SB is 
merely virtual (Fig. 1) [1]. The area comprised by the ideal interception between MV and SB is 
commonly identified as the polygon of confluence (Fig. 1). The carina represents the point at which 
the proximal MV divides into distal MV and SB, and has the critical functional role of splitting the 
antegrade flow (“flow divider”) (Fig. 1). Three angles (a, b, c) allows describing of the spatial 
orientation between the three bifurcation segments (Fig. 1).  
Coronary bifurcations represent the target lesion in 15–20% of all percutaneous coronary 
interventions (PCI) and, due to their specific anatomic-functional features, remain a daily challenge 
in contemporary interventional cardiology practice [1]. Drug-eluting stent (DES) implantation early 
has become the gold standard for bifurcation PCI [2], but the search for the best implantation 
technique is an evolving field. Bifurcation PCI is associated with higher procedural complications 
and clinical adverse event risks [1, 3]. Local biomechanics, and fluid shear stresses in particular, 
appear to be implicated in the development of both in-stent restenosis (ISR) and stent thrombosis 
(ST) which usually explains the occurrence of adverse clinical events in PCI patients [4]. 
The purpose of this review is to summarize the available data regarding the role of local 
fluid dynamics in clinical outcomes of stented bifurcations. 
 
FLUID DYNAMICS AT THE LEVEL OF CORONARY BIFURCATIONS 
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Atherosclerosis has a non-random distribution that reflects the local effect of flow-related 
biomechanical forces. In particular, atherosclerotic plaques usually develop in arterial segments 
where blood flow perturbations occur, including the ostia of branches, the inner side of curvatures 
and major bifurcations [5].  
Among different coronary hemodynamic measures, shear stress (SS) is defined as the 
tangential stress derived from the friction of adjacent layers of blood flowing parallel to each other 
in the vessel path . The wall shear stress (WSS) is the shear stress acting on the luminal surface of 
the arterial wall and has a recognized impact on vessel wall biology [5]. Low WSS modulates 
endothelial gene expression through complex mechanoreception and mechanotransduction 
processes [5, 6], which includes endothelial cell dysfunction causing an increased uptake of 
lipoproteins, up-regulation of leukocyte adhesion molecules, and leukocyte endothelial 
transmigration [7, 8]. Generally, the magnitude of WSS varies within a range of 1–7 Pa [5, 9]. Low 
(< 0.4–0.5 Pa or < 4–5 dyne/cm2) and oscillatory WSS is considered pro-atherogenic, whereas 
higher WSS, ranging between 1 and 7 Pa, is considered athero-protective [6, 9]. High WSS (> 7 Pa) 
has pro-thrombotic potential [5, 9].  
A bifurcation divides the blood flow and modifies the blood flow velocity profile. As 
explained by Finet et al. [10], a bifurcation causes incoming blood flow to deviate from its initial 
streamline in the mother vessel with a skewed velocity profile, where higher speeds are on the 
internal parts of the SB in continuity with the carina and low and oscillatory WSS in the arterial 
walls facing the carina. Such a disturbed laminar flow creates areas with reversed flow (i.e., flow 
separation, recirculation and reattachment to forward flow) or circumferential swirling, which 
promotes atherogenesis [11].  
In summary, as shown in Fig. 2A, low and oscillatory SS areas are typically located at the 
lateral walls of the MV and SB, while carina is characterized by high SS. Both low and oscillatory 
WSS constitute a pro-atherogenic local factor contributing to initiation and progression of 
atherosclerosis [12]. Furthermore, it has been noted that the location of focal elevated WSS can be 
often matched with the plaque rupture site [13]. Therefore, the relationship between WSS and 
atherosclerosis is reciprocal, since plaque formation leads to blood flow perturbation, which results 
in local shear stress alteration. WSS inhomogeneity tends to increase with an increase of the 
bifurcation angle and SB diameter. In particular, a wide angle between MV and SB intensifies flow 
perturbations, increases the spatial WSS variations in the bifurcation region and low WSS in the 
lateral walls: the higher the angle and diameter the lower the WSS. The aforementioned may 




LOCAL FLOW MODIFICATIONS AFTER STENT IMPLANTATION 
Drug-eluting stent implantation, as with any current stenting procedure, affects the regional 
arterial geometry, and consequently alters local flow conditions. These flow changes are 
represented by low WSS, flow recirculation, blood flow separation created by stent struts, and 
prolonged particulate residence time.  
The idealized local flow perturbation at the stent strut/vessel wall level is depicted in Figure 
3. These stent-induced disturbances of blood flow contribute to complex spatiotemporal alterations 
in WSS, which lead to increased thrombogenicity around the stent struts and changes in endothelial 
phenotype that promote inflammatory cell migration [15]. Simulations of blood flow in the vicinity 
of stent struts in vessel models determine the effect of model strut geometries upon the generation 
of prothrombotic conditions that are mediated by flow perturbations [16]. Furthermore, changes in 
local WSS distribution are responsible for the vascular smooth muscle cells proliferative and 
migratory responses that lead to neointimal hyperplasia and restenosis [17]. 
The major hemodynamic parameters that have been assessed at stented coronary 
bifurcations through computational fluid dynamics simulations are: time-averaged wall shear stress 
(TAWSS), oscillatory shear index (OSI) and relative residence time (RRT) (Table 1). TAWSS 
expresses the frictional force per unit area that is exerted by the blood flowing to the vascular wall 
due to viscous properties of blood averaged in a cardiac cycle [18]. OSI is a dimensionless 
parameter that accounts for the degree of deviation of WSS from the antegrade flow direction [18–
20], used to identify regions on the vessel wall subjected to highly oscillating wall shear stress 
directions during the cardiac cycle. RRT is an index of flow derived from TAWSS and OSI that 
measures how long the particles stay near the wall of the vessel [18]. High values of RRT indicate 
that residence time of particles near the wall is prolonged [21] with the possibility of inducing ISR 
[19]. Furthermore, thrombus formation is enhanced at areas of slow and reversed flow characterized 
by high OSI and high RRT [18].  
The insertion of a stent in bifurcation affects local fluid dynamics. Indeed, stent architecture 
and stent strut profile have a significant impact on fluid dynamics and drug transport in the arterial 
wall. In particular, increasing strut thickness and number of stent struts resulted in an increase of 
area exposed to low WSS [17]. This has recently been confirmed by a biomechanical analysis, 
whose results corroborate the findings of the large-scale ISAR STEREO clinical trials and highlight 
the crucial role of strut thickness in coronary stent design [22]. Moreover, streamlined stent 
structure profiles (e.g. elliptical and tear-drop) exhibit better hemodynamic performance compared 
to the standard square or circular profiles since the streamlined ones have smaller recirculation 
zones and a lower percentage of inter-strut area where the WSS level is decreased [8]. In cases of 
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stent malapposition, or incomplete stent apposition, stent struts resulted in separation from the 
intimal surface of the arterial wall with evidence of blood behind the strut. Malapposed stent struts 
disrupt the laminar flow and can generate regions of high shear stress, which are known to facilitate 
the development of stent thrombosis [8]. 
 
FLOW MODIFICATIONS AFTER STENTING IN BIFURCATIONS 
The complex local flow microenvironment generated during PCI with stent implantation at 
the level of coronary bifurcations may also influence ISR, ST and clinical outcomes [23]. In 
bifurcation stenting, there is an increased rate of restenosis and a higher risk of late stent 
thrombosis. In DES most of the thrombi originate at the flow divider sites where uncovered struts 
are more frequently observed [12], while ISR has been shown to be associated with low WSS [8, 
17]. 
Pathologic studies have shown that eccentric neointimal hyperplasia occurs predominantly 
at the lateral wall of the stented MV of a coronary bifurcation, with concomitant adhesion and 
accumulation of leukocytes, whereas the carina is almost completely free of leukocytes [24]. 
Yazdani et al. [7], using in vitro experimental bifurcation models, demonstrated that 
deployment of stents can alter boundary layer separation of the lateral walls and can produce flow 
disturbances (vortical structures) at the carina. Regions of boundary layer separation were 
associated with low WSS, poor mass transfer of blood flow and an increase in residence time of 
circulating blood elements. Furthermore, the development of vortical structures can prolong and 
alter areas with low WSS and can influence drug deposition, arterial healing post-stenting, and local 
fibrin and platelet deposition. 
In cases of DES, recirculation zones with reduced flow and low WSS prolongs residence 
time and increases local concentration of the eluted compound. In such regions with decelerated 
flow, the locally augmented anti-proliferative drug effect might thereby antagonize the pro-
restenotic effect of low WSS per se [8]. Consequently, this inflammatory response at the lateral 
walls suggests that there is a specific link among local low WSS, inflammation and focal ISR. 
Moreover, stent complications such as malapposition, under-expansion, edge dissections and 
intra-stent tissue prolapse are often detected in patients successfully treated by bifurcation stenting 
[25]. Such “imperfections” may theoretically contribute to less optimal stenting outcomes in 
bifurcation interventions. For example, implantation of two overlapping stents substantially reduces 
WSS downstream of the junction as compared with a single longer stent, likely indicating a region 




IMPACT OF STENTING TECHNIQUES ON BIFURCATION FLUID DYNAMICS 
Percutaneous coronary intervention procedures for coronary bifurcations can utilize different 
technique for stenting [26]. The simplest stent technique is the provisional side branch (PSB) 
stenting technique, which uses one stent in the MV, eventually followed by further interventions 
(like ballooning and/or stenting) in the SB. Conversely, double stenting techniques comprise many 
different techniques involving the use of stents in both the MV and the SB [26]. 
Despite numerous clinical and computational studies, the effect of each stent implantation 
method on the coronary artery hemodynamic is not well understood. To date, studies on bifurcation 
stinting fluid dynamics have been conducted by in vitro bench testing and computational 
simulations. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a powerful emerging tool since it offers the 
possibility to investigate local hemodynamics of non-stented and stented coronary artery 
bifurcations at a level of detail not easily accessed with experimental techniques [27, 28]. Computer 
simulations can assess the local hemodynamic microenvironment in bifurcations, pre- and post-
stenting, providing an insight into the role of local hemodynamic stresses on neointimal hyperplasia 
and stent thrombosis [4].  
 
Fluid dynamics in provisional technique 
In coronary bifurcations, MV stenting restores main lumen and creates side-cell strut jailing at 
the level of SB ostium. This implies a peculiar pattern of flow in the coronary bifurcation 
characterized by a pronounced velocity jet in the SB with vortices extending from jailed struts into 
the SB and causing eccentric areas of low velocity on the main lateral wall away from the carina 
and in the SB distal to the carina (Fig. 2B). 
Side branch ballooning is able to reduce (if present), ostial SB residual stenosis and remove 
stent struts from the SB ostium. According to computer simulations, this creates a more concentric 
region of low velocity in the MV distal to the carina and an area of low velocity in the SB lateral 
wall [29]. However, the total area of the luminal surface exposed to low TAWSS is essentially the 
same before and after SB balloon angioplasty [29]. In other words, although post-stenting SB 
angioplasty provides an excellent result in terms of SB patency (from a fluid dynamics perspective), 
there are only modest differences especially in the MV, indicating that a potential for MV ISR or 
ST may be unchanged. 
Interestingly, the course of time may play an important role in flow alterations after 
bifurcation stenting. Zhang et al. [30] observed that both the reduction of WSS in the lateral wall of 
MV and an increase of WSS in SB would predict no restenosis eight months after stenting of true 
bifurcation lesions by the PSB technique with SB ballooning. Over time, flow tends to return to its 
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original pattern before PCI with high WSS in the internal wall and low WSS in the lateral wall. Yet, 
proliferation inhibition related to DES implantation may be sufficient to prevent the development of 
significant restenosis. 
Another important issue is related to the technique for SB ballooning. Typically, kissing 
balloon inflation is commonly selected since it prevents major MV stent distortion [31]. Yet, it is 
now known that kissing balloon inflation has different consequences according to the stent’s side-
cells that are crossed with the wire and the balloon [32, 33]. 
In summary, the pattern of stent strut removal (and consequently the turbulence generated 
by the presence of residual jailing struts) may differ during kissing balloon inflation practice 
making its influence on SB flow somewhat unpredictable. Another important issue related with 
kissing ballooning is represented by its potential to induce MV overstretch. A CFD study 
documented that after kissing balloon inflation, a wider region characterized by low WSS in the 
proximal part of the MV was induced [34]. As a consequence of such proximal MV overstretch, the 
percentage of lumen area of the stented region exposed to WSS lower than 0.5 Pa was 79.0% after 
kissing as compared to 62.3% before the kissing balloon [34].  
In conclusion, kissing balloon inflation (when performed after distal SB rewiring) may restore a 
better SB flow (with reduced accelerations and recirculation related with SB ostial stenosis and 
jailing stent struts) but has marginal or even adverse impact on MV shear stress (Fig. 2C). 
 
Fluid dynamics in 2-stent techniques 
Double stenting specific techniques have been developed with the aim of improving the 
angiographic result in both the MV and the SB. However, the double stenting technique failed to 
show improved outcomes in clinical trials and hence these techniques are not recommended for 
unselected bifurcated coronary lesions [35]. The search for technical refinements in double stenting 
is ongoing and technical innovations may offer promising results [36]. All double stenting 
techniques have the potential for stent malapposition areas, which may influence local fluid 
dynamics. In a bench test study comparing different double stenting techniques, the crush technique 
resulted in a higher risk of malapposition than either the culotte or T-/TAP technique [37].  
Due to different areas of double layers of struts and malapposed stent struts, each double 
stenting technique has a distinct impact on the flow patterns. Nevertheless, all double-stenting 
techniques failed to improve the fluid dynamics result over provisional. According to Raben et al. 
[38], double-stented cases (culotte, crush and T-stenting technique with high protrusion) showed a 
detrimental influence of multiple metallic layers on WSS. In particular, low flow regions protruding 
toward the centerline of the MV and following the distal surface of the SB stent were observed. In 
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the double-stented models, the simultaneous presence of two devices led to the creation of a 
metallic carina between the SB and the distal part of the MV, in addition to the presence of a larger 
number of stent struts at the flow divider. The disturbance created by this geometry led to low 
velocity and WSS as well as high shear stress in and around the region of the flow divider and in the 
proximal MV (Fig. 2D). Unapposed struts in the neocarina cause severe flow disturbances with a 
high shear rate that may increase the risk of platelet adhesion and stent thrombosis [37]. 
In a study by Brindise et al. [39], three different stenting techniques were compared in four 
compliant coronary artery models with a 60° bifurcation: provisional, crush and culotte technique. 
Overall, the culotte technique resulted in minimal stent induced flow disturbances as compared with 
the crush technique. Moreover, the culotte technique mitigated detrimental effects induced by a 
high bifurcation angle.  
These observations, however, have not been confirmed by any further studies. In the study 
by Katritsis et al. [18], the crush technique with the use of a thin-strut stent resulted in improved 
hemodynamics compared with culotte or T-stenting, which had the most favourable fluid dynamics. 
Furthermore, the “nano-crush” and modified T techniques seem to restore the most physiologic 
fluid dynamic patterns (with the lowest values of WSS) with the addition of a final proximal 
optimization technique appears to be a favourable step [40].  
Finally, it has been noted that SB stent length, in a setting of double stenting techniques, 
may have impact on local fluid dynamics during double stenting techniques. A longer SB stent 
adversely affects the hemodynamics of the SB by inducing lower WSS and higher OSI in the SB 
[41].  
In summary, the double stenting technique is expected to induce blood flow perturbations 
which are not completely predictable and probably depend from the type and length of selected 
stents, specific sequence for their implantation and final result achieved. These issues, which are 
well recognized in experimental setting, are expected to be even more pronounced in clinical 
practice. This is because stent/vessel interactions, during each technical step of the complex 
sequences needed for double stenting, are not entirely predictable in clinical settings.   
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
Coronary bifurcations represent common target lesions in contemporary PCI practice. DES 
improved clinical results of PCI on bifurcated lesions but they still represent a technical challenge 
graved by higher clinical risks. As a consequence, interventional management of bifurcation lesions 
is an evolving field [4]. Fluid-dynamic perturbations are known to be increased at the level of stents 
implanted at bifurcated lesions and have, theoretically, potential impact on stent healing. 
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Currently, the possibility to create highly accurate three-dimensional geometrical models of 
coronary bifurcations that include a precise fidelity of stent geometry has become a reality [28]. The 
application of CFD simulation algorithms to such reconstructions allows the collecting of detailed 
flow-related hemodynamic force evaluation and local microenvironment assessment following 
bifurcation stenting. Post-PCI fluid dynamics is dependent on a series of factors including stent 
selection, stent implantation technique, and bifurcation geometry. CFD from patient-specific 
models may represent a powerful tool in calculating local fluid dynamics quantity, such as WSS, to 
guide and optimize PCI strategies in order to predict adverse events and improve clinical outcomes. 
Therefore, effort should be made to optimize stent deployment and stent/scaffold design to ensure 
an optimal hemodynamic profile and reduce the risk of complications after PCI. Integration of this 
data and analysis may help improve the identification of both “tailored” PCI strategies and device 
improvements. In particular, CFD simulations can theoretically be used as a tool to guide both 
bifurcation stenting strategy and selection of the stenting technique with optimal post-PCI flow 
conditions in this challenging setting. In conclusion, patient-level CFD modeling has the potential 
to recover a critical role for the future improvement of bifurcation PCI and the integration of this 
tool with others to assess hemodynamic parameters which could guide future coronary bifurcation 
treatment. 
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Table 1. Key hemodynamic parameters assessed in coronary stenting procedures [5, 6, 9, 17–20]. 
 Relevant values/thresholds 
identified in biological studies 





Low TAWSS: < 0.4 Pa 
 
 
High TAWSS: > 20–25 Pa 
Low TAWSS associated with an 
increased risk of neointima 
hyperplasia and inflammation 
High TAWSS associated with fibrin 
deposition and stent struts uncoverage 
Oscillatory shear 
index (OSI) 
High OSI: > 0.2 High OSI associated with an increased 






High RRT: > 4.17 Pa–1 High RRT associated with neointima 





Figure 1. An idealized coronary artery bifurcation. The bifurcation anatomy is usually best 
described by the three segments model comprised of the proximal main vessel (Prox MV), the distal 
main vessel (Dist MV) and side branch (SB). The area comprised of the ideal interception between 
MV and SB is commonly identified as the polygon of confluence.  
 
Figure 2. Theoretical local shear stress (SS) distribution in an idealized coronary artery bifurcation 
before and after stent implantation; A. Before stenting (low SS values are present at the level of 
lateral walls of the main vessel (MV) and the proximal side branch (SB), while high SS values are 
at the level of the carina and at the internal walls of the distal MV and SB); B. After stent 
implantation in the MV without intervention on the SB; C. After MV stenting followed by kissing 
balloon inflation with short balloons selected in order to avoid proximal MV overstretch; D. After 
the double stenting technique. 
 
Figure 3. Local shear stress distribution around the stent struts and their possible interactions with 
circulating platelets. Regions of low shear stress are localized around stent struts and are associated 
with stagnation flow and boundary layer separation immediately upstream and downstream of the 
struts.  



